
Name: Worksheet 5: Chain Rule

Thoughts:

I specifically left out chain rule from the previous worksheet on derivative rules for a reason. This is

where students suffer when it comes to derivatives. Thus, I want to give you a general idea for how

I approach this. The first thing is when do you use chain rule. The mathy way to answer this is if

you have a composition of two functions, use chain rule. This does not really give much insight to

you as the student since a composition is not always obvious to find. Let’s use a derivative we know

to show how this works.

f(x) = x4 = (x2)2

Thus, by power rule,

f ′(x) = 4x3.

By chain rule, we have x2 embedded in x2. Let g(x) = x2 (the inner one).

f(x) = g(x)2

Our outer function is x2 as well so let’s call that h(x).

f(x) = h(g(x))

Now chain rule tells us the following:

f ′(x) = h′(g(x)) · g′(x) = 2(g(x))(2x) = 2(x2)(2x) = 4x3.

Thus, we see how chain rule works. This example does not exactly tell me its purpose though. Let’s

give a good example of the purpose in a simple form.

f(x) = (2x + 1)2

Once again, you could expand and appply power rule to each term but that is time consuming. This

is also a composition of two functions: g(x) = 2x + 1 and h(x) = x2.

f(x) = h(g(x))

f ′(x) = h′(g(x))g′(x) = 2(2x + 1)(2) = 8x + 4

You see there is an extra 2 here than if you just did power rule to the outside function! Big difference!

Now we can finally come to answer when do we use chain rule in less mathy terms. The simple answer

is when you cannot do anything else. This measn power rule, log rules, exponential rules, trig rules

should all come first! If you see that something is not lining up right, this is probably because chain

rule is needed. Let’s try a hard one!

f(x) = sin2(x) ln(3x + 1)
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Nasty looking thing! Not too bad though! Let’s set up product rule first.

f ′(x) = (sin2(x))′ ln(3x + 1) + sin2(x)(ln(3x + 1))′

Now we see we have a trig function squared! That has to be a product rule since I don’t know how

to take the derivative of it with the square!

f ′(x) = 2 sin(x) cos(x) ln(3x + 1) + sin2(x)(ln(3x + 1))′

Now the derivative of ln(x) we hopefully know, but not with that nastiness inside. So, chain rule!

f ′(x) = 2 sin(x) cos(x) ln(3x + 1) + sin2(x)

(
1

3x + 1
· 3
)

There it is! We have the derivative! Going forward, simplifying will be something useful, but for

now the process of finding the derivative is our focus. The last note I want to make about chain rule

is in regard to product and quotient rule. Quotient rule is just product rule with an added chain

rule! So, if you do not like memorizing both rules, go ahead and convert everything to a product

and use chain rule on top. Here is what I mean.

f(x) =
g(x)

h(x)
= g(x) · (h(x))−1

Now use product rule where the chain is on inner h(x) and outer x−1.

The biggest help I can really give with this is to practice! This is not at all obvious and easy. Do

problems over and over again and see what makes sense in your head so you can get it down.
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Problems: For all the functions below, find the derivative using chain rule. All other letters besides

x are to be considered constants.

1. f(x) =
1

(sec(x) + 1)2

2. f(x) = (x2 + 1)3(x2 + 2)6

3. f(x) =
ex − e−x

ex + e−x

4. f(x) = cot2(sin(x))

5. f(x) = 22
x

6. f(x) =

√
x +

√
x +
√
x
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